Abstract-Intelligent space (iSpace) is a large scale mechatronics system. It is a multidisciplinary effort whose aim is to produce a network structure and components that are capable of integrating sensors, actuators, DSP, communication, and control algorithms in a manner that suits time-sensitive applications including real-time navigation and/or obstacle avoidance. There are many challenges that must be overcome in order to put such a distributed, heterogeneous system together. This paper deals with one of these issues, i.e. the adverse effect of network and processing delays on the system. Here a delay-resistant sensorymotor module for navigating a differential drive unmanned ground vehicle (UGV) in a cluttered environment is suggested. The module consists of an early vision edge detection stage, a harmonic potential field (HPF) planner, a network based quadratic curve fitting controller and gain schedule middleware, (GSM). Though the different techniques used to implement the navigation system have been well-studied as independent modules, the contribution in this paper is the way all these different modules are integrated together for the first time to create an efficient structure for a network based integrated navigation system. The structure of this module and its components are described. Thorough experimental results along with performance assessment comparing the suggested structure to a previous implementation of iSpace are also provided.
I. INTRODUCTION
A Network based Integrated navigation system has different modules combined together to guide a UGV (Unmanned Ground Vehicle) from one point to another in the space of interest, where the navigation intelligence lies on a main controller away from the UGV. Network controllers allow data to be efficiently shared, they eliminate unnecessary wiring, and most importantly, they connect cyber space to physical space making task execution from a distance easily accessible (a form of telepresence).
iSpace -a closed-loop integrated navigation system -is used as a test-bed to present the experimental results of this paper. It is also used to compare our method with other popular techniques that use template matching [17] for recognition and fast marching method [18] for path planning. Currently, iSpace is implemented using three basic modules ( Fig. 1 ): (i) a template matching-based vision system to recognize the contents of the environment, the UGV and their configurations [17] (global sensor is an overhead web camera, no local sensors are available on UGV), (ii) a planning module for computing the optimal, obstacle-free, reference path of the UGV using the fast marching method [18] and (iii) a tracking module that uses the sequence of control commands generated by the network controller after compensating for time delay in the closed-loop navigational system. This module is based on the GSM method introduced by Chow and Tipsuwan [15] as the network based control (NBC) technique used to alleviate the network delay effect.
There are several challenges facing the reliable operation of the above system. One of the most important issues is the effect of network delays on the closed loop visual servo system. Therefore, they have to be kept at minimum. They are caused by several factors such as: image flow from the camera to the controller, data processing, and network congestion. The above setting also suffers from a flexibility issue in the sense that the shape of each component of the environment has to belong to an a priori known set of shapes. Such a set is used to construct the templates the system is using to recognize its surroundings. Also, the use of the fast marching method to generate the reference path imposes limitations on the operation of the system. The generated path has to be tracked by the system regardless of how far off the delays cause the UGV to deviate from the reference in the due course of movement. Consequently, the result may not be always an intelligent decision considering path and time optimality. As mentioned, we implemented the new structure over the system described in Fig. 1 . Our approach emphasizes compatibility between the different modules of the system. This compatibility makes it possible for a module to directly accept the output from another module without any conditioning required, hence significantly reducing the processing delay and the chance of inter-module conflict. While this is one criterion guiding our selection of the vision, planning, and actuation stages, another criterion that is also considered has to do with the flexibility each module exhibits in terms of avoiding restrictive assumptions on the type of data it is required to process. We believe that these criteria are the key to building a system that will behave in the desired manner.
A. Edge Detection and model based 2-D HPF
Edge detection is a classic early vision tool used to extract discontinuities from an image. The discontinuities provide a skeleton representation of the UGV's environment that marks the boundaries of all the physical entities it contains. The edge detector used in this paper has two branches. One branch process the image with a circularly symmetric Laplacian of Gaussian operator (1).
The zero crossing contours from this operator are taken as the candidate edges. Such a map is extremely noisy and practically useless unless the contours corresponding to the physical underlying edges are filtered out. The filtering adopted here is based on the strength of the edge, i.e. its contrast. An approximated Gaussian first derivative gradient operator (2) is used to produce an estimate of the contrasts. The 2-D gaussian function is shown in (3). If the contrast of an edge is above a certain threshold, the edge is accepted as authentic; otherwise it is rejected as noise. Fig. 2 shows the complete block diagram of the edge detector. Fig. 3 shows typical workspace images and their edge maps. In the current settings, the workspace is sufficiently illuminated from the top such that no important part of the workspace, especially with the obstacles, is in the dark. Obstacles are assumed to be stationary. These constraints will be relaxed in future research.
We can observe that edge detection offers flexibility with any shape, size and number of obstacles in the workspace removing the need for a dedicated template for each obstacle. The use of potential field in motion planning was introduced by Khatib [1] . The obstacles were represented by the repelling force and the point of destination was represented by the attractive force. Unfortunately, the setting Khatib suggested suffered from a deadlock problem known as the local minima problem. The HPF approach [2] is an alternative for generating a navigation path that does not suffer from the local minima problem. The V2b(x,y) = 0 x,yE Q subject to (4) b(x,y) 1 x,yE F and 0(x,y) 0 (x,y) (XT X YT) where V2 is the Laplace operator, Q is the workspace of the UGV (Q c 92), F is the boundary of the obstacles (output of the edge detection stage), and (xT YT ) is the target point. The above setting is known as the Dirichlet's setting and is used in this paper for generating the navigation HPF. The obstacle free path to the target is generated by traversing the negative gradient of() i.e. (-VO).
The close relation between edge detection and HPF is what makes this path planning algorithm so interestingly efficient and flexible. As with edge detection the obstacle boundaries are already raised to a high potential (binary edges, 0 = 1) and all the other points in the workspace, which are not on the obstacle contour, are at a low equal potential (robot movement area 0 = 0); thus it provides the exact raw data required for HPF in the Dirichlet's setting to create the gradient direction matrix. It was also proven that the potential function in any goal-free closed contour of Q will converge to a constant potential [2] . All the closed contours in the edge map represent obstacle boundaries. Therefore, the obstacles in the workspace will be represented by a constant high potential repelling the UGV away from it. The normalized gradient at each point represents the directional guidance at that point in the workspace. This direction steers motion away from the obstacles represented by the edge map and drive it closer to the target. Thus the HPF planner is used for the directional guidance of the UGV. However, the velocity magnitude is decided by the control algorithm. This is explained further in the paper.
B. HPF, a region to point guidance function, combined with the network based controller The Quadratic curve fitting controller is used for the movement control of the UGV. The equation governing the motion of a differential drive UGV is shown in (5), K X2X2<cr27K7 (5) 'Xw XwJU ' o I l v is the linear velocity of the UGV, w is the angular velocity of the UGV, r is the radius of the wheel, W is the distance between 2 wheels of the UGV and 4, co are the right and left wheel angular velocities respectively.
The basic principle of quadratic control algorithm, as explained in [13] by Yoshizawa et al., is that a reference point is moved along the desired path so that the length between the reference point and the robot is kept in some distance (Fig. 4) . Control (velocity) commands are generated for the robot to reach that reference position from the current position [13] . This control method, used so far, requires the reference path to be known. But the gradient array of HPF has features which enable the use of this method more efficiently without advanced knowledge of the path being tracked. The calculated 2-D gradient matrix contains all the directional information required for the UGV to reach the goal from any point in the workspace. In other words, every point in the region will have an associated guidance vector directing it towards the next reference position leading to the goal. This is the same reference position required by the quadratic curve network based controller. Thus, the important region-to-point guidance property of HPF makes it an efficient path planner to be combined with the quadratic controller. As shown in Fig. 5 , the image to the right is the HPF gradient of the left image with destination as shown. All the points in the workspace steer the UGV to the goal showing that the gradient directions are the function of the goal point, not the source point. 
The reference array is used as a look up table by the quadratic curve controller, i.e. once the current position (xo, YO) of the robot in the workspace is known; the quadratic curve controller just looks for the corresponding value in the reference array i.e. R(xO YO) to obtain the reference position.
The computational cost of the HPF-based, reference array approach favorably compares to the path tracking method that is based on the fast marching approach. E.g. the predetermined reference path has N discrete points t(XO,yO), (xI, YI )I v (XN I YN)} from source to the goal. At each sampling instance ti, the current position of the UGV (xo, YO) is determined using template matching. Then each of the N points on the pre-determined path is checked to find out which is closest to (xo,yo). The reference point (XR,YR) on the path is determined such that it is at a set distance from the closest point. Thus at each ti, it will take N number of real time checks on the path to find out the closest point and the corresponding reference position. During the tracking, if the path requires, say, n such reference points to be determined before reaching the goal, then it will cost (N * n) real time computations. When HPF is combined with the quadratic controller, each reference point computation in real time will take just one lookup on the reference array variable. This lasts a total of only n lookups in real time. This surely decreases the real-time computation cost and the time by a factor of N. The longer the path (N) is, the more efficient the HPF planner will be. This is because the path tracking problem is now converted into a goal seeking problem with no pre-determined path to be tracked. To further decrease the time to reach the goal, we can choose the reference position at a discrete lookahead distance from the current position. i.e. (FL > 1) . If 2=2, then for the current position (xo, yo), R(xo, yO) = (x2, Y2 ), as explained in Fig. 6 . Thus for (FL > 1), (6) is calculated in a loop of ( iterations to get a reference point at a distance (. The accuracy of the path tracked will be sensitive to the For the network delay compensation, we used the gain scheduler middleware technique introduced by Chow and Tipsuwan [14, 15] . GSM methodology uses middleware to modify the output of an existing controller based on a gain scheduling algorithm with respect to the current network traffic conditions. The overall GSM operations for networked control and tele-operation can be summarized as follows [15] 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The iSpace workspace described in this paper is a 3m x 4m area. The capabilities and features of the suggested system are demonstrated using three case studies. In case of the HPF planner, the ideal path from source to destination is calculated and compared with the actual path of the UGV. The distance between the UGV's position and the ideal path is calculated at each ti. This difference is called the 'distance error'. It shows how close the actual path is to the ideal path. The total time to reach the destination is also recorded. The 'distance error' and the 'total time' are the main criteria used for performance evaluation.
A. Different obstacle and background cases Fig. 9 shows that the suggested method works well with different number, shapes and sizes of obstacles in the workspace. We observe that the UGV's path shows smooth curve instead of sharp turns. All the turns around the obstacle are at enough safe distance. Without tracking the ideal path, the reference array approach yields the average and the maximum distance error of 2 to 5 cm respectively, which is I% error with respect to the actual dimension of the space. B. Performance with different Network delay and Processing delay Generally speaking the network delay is in the order of few hundreds of millisecond on the Internet. Typical delays observed in US continent are 0.1 s to 0.6 s. We however tested the functionality for a network delay range of 0.1 s to 1.2 s. Fig. 10 shows that the distance error increases exponentially with increase in network delay. For the average network delay of 0.3 seconds, we have a mean distance error of 1cm and a maximum error less than 5 cm. Even with delays as large as 1.2 sec, the maximum error is 20 cm (4% of the diagonal length of workspace area). Fig. 11 shows that HPF planner provides a smoother obstacle-free path than fast marching method. Graphs in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 show that the HPF planner acting as a goal-seeker improves the performance of the system. An interesting, intelligent behavior is also observed during the experiments when the UGV is initially oriented in an opposite direction to the gradient guidance field. The UGV simultaneously combines the basic behaviors: driving in reverse, turning around, staying away from the obstacle, and proceeding towards the target to synthesize a human driver-like maneuver that treats the space as a scarce resource (Fig. 14) . In Fig. 14 controller. The authors will investigate this hypothesis in the future. C. Special case HPF displays an intelligent behavior when the goal point chosen is unreachable due to a barrier in the workspace. The complete region around the UGV is pulled down at the equal high potential with Vo = 0. Therefore the UGV does not move from its position as if knowing beforehand that the goal point is unreachable (Fig. 15) . 
IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The paper has successfully shown through experimental results that edge detection, a model based HPF planner and network based quadratic Controller go hand in hand to create an efficient and delay-tolerant integrated path planning system giving more generality and flexibility to the robot workspace environment which is not the case with template matching. A good edge map helps to build the correct HPF planner representing the obstacles with high potential. The HPF planner is used to generate the reference array which decreases the computational burden in real time making it more suitable for network-based control. This is evident from the comparison with the fast marching method. The Dirichlet's setting keeps the robot path, as much as possible, away from the obstacles making it efficient even in heavily cluttered environments. The combined effect of HPF and the quadratic curve controller display intelligent behavior such as change the orientation to face the direction of movement and no movement in case of goal unreachable problems.
Reliable edge detection is the backbone of the vision module. The harmonic potential planner can use a raw edge map to generate the guidance field without any need to interpret the map's contents. There are several difficulties that could arise when the edges of a non-synthetic image are to be detected. Noise, shadows, variable texture or contrasts in the image could all cause false edge components. Since no side information exists in an edge map, to the robot, a false edge is as real as a true edge. This could make the robot behave erratically. There is also the danger of losing edge contours corresponding to physical environment contents. In this case collision could occur. The workspace is illuminated from the top, shadows will lie close to the obstacles and we may safely leave them. However, the story will be different if a side light source is present. The authors will continue to investigate and enhance the prepared techniques so that it can be used effectively even in an unfavorable environment.
